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Abstract: A comprehensive literature review was undertaken in order to
identify design approaches that have been employed with users who have
learning disabilities or sensory impairment; the factors that influenced their
choices and the extent to which the approaches and techniques adopted were
successful. There was a huge variation across the corpus regarding whether a
justification was offered for the choice of approach and the extent to which
those justifications were supported by evidence. In addition there was a lack of
comprehensive evaluation of the design approaches. Technology designers
who intend working with users with learning disabilities or sensory
impairments therefore currently have little to help them decide which design
approach might be the most appropriate or effective.
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Introduction

This paper will present the results of a comprehensive literature review regarding
methods for including adults with a diverse range of access preferences frequently
associated with the labels of sensory impairment and learning disability in the design
of technologies. The objective of this review is to identify if there is any consensus
around which design approaches are appropriate and effective to use with these user
groups and under what circumstances. The stimulus for the literature review presented
in this paper is a Horizon 2020 funded project called ARCHES (Accessible Resources
for Cultural Heritage EcoSystems) which involves museum education and technology
partners across Europe [1]. The overarching aim of ARCHES is to create more
inclusive cultural environments for adults who have a range of access preferences
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frequently associated with the labels of sensory impairments and learning disabilities
[2]. One way in which the ARCHES project is attempting to achieve this aim is by
developing online resources, software applications and multisensory technologies to
enable people with learning disabilities and sensory impairment to access museum
learning opportunities. Participatory approaches were used to work collaboratively
with over 100 participants from England (London), Spain (Madrid and Oviedo) and
Austria (Vienna) along with 6 museums and 5 technology companies. Participants are
taking a role in identifying existing useful technologies and resources that can
promote inclusion; evaluating their experiences of activities and resources within
museums; suggesting ways in which technologies might enhance their experiences or
resources; evaluating test or beta-versions of technologies and analysing the processes
and outcomes of the project as a whole. It was felt that it may be helpful to conduct a
literature review in order to examine whether there is a consensus in the field
regarding how best to include users with learning disability and sensory impairments
in the design process and what factors influence the decisions that designers and
developers make regarding their design practices. Such a review is needed because
very little specific advice exists to guide interdisciplinary design teams about how
best to include users with intellectual or sensory impairments in the process of
designing technologies. This paper will begin by discussing what guidance currently
exists to help designers decide whether to use these approaches with disabled users.
An overview of the method used to undertake a literature review of studies that have
involved users with learning disability or sensory impairments will then be provided.
The results of the review will be presented and the extent to which analysis of the
identified corpus of design literature enables a decision-making framework for
choosing appropriate design approaches when designing with users who have learning
disability or sensory impairments to be identified will be discussed. Finally, what
implications and recommendations can be drawn from the review that can inform the
design practices of future design projects focusing on learning disability or sensory
impairment will be discussed.
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Approaches to including users in the research and design of
technologies

Common approaches to including users in the research and design of technologies are
User-centred Design (UCD), Participatory Design (PD) and Human-Centred Design
(HCD). Broadly speaking, these approaches offer designers a framework which
requires them to address a number of issues or premises relating to: Who, What,
When, How & Why [3]. The ‘What’ relates to overarching focus or orientation of the
approach [4,5] and the underpinning values or principles [4,6]. The ‘How’ relates to
processes, tools and techniques [5]. The ‘Why’ relates to goals and motivations [7]
(See Table 1). UCD, PD and HCD were not developed specifically with disabled
users in mind. Some might argue that either Universal Design, Design for All,
Accessible Design or Inclusive Design offer disability sensitive alternatives [8,9,10].
However, these offer design principles rather than design approaches and are
therefore excluded from consideration in the paper. These offer designers a
framework of rules, guidelines or standards that they are encouraged to comply with,
they do not however elaborate on how exactly designers can enact these rules. Design
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approaches and associated techniques suggest specific actions, activities or processes.
Consulting design principles may be an integral part of one or more of the stages
within a design approach [see 23 for example] but the principles are just one aspect of
a design approach. With this distinction in mind disability sensitive approaches to
technology design have been sought elsewhere.

Table 1: A comparison of design approaches against a framework of design factors
DESIGN FACTORS
WHO
Who are the
actors in the
design process

WHAT

WHEN

HOW

UCD
End-users and
designers/developers

PD
Designers, endusers, external
stakeholders

How are the
end-users of
the artefact
being
conceptualised
Design
orientationkey focus,
overarching
characteristic
Working
principles or
values
underpinning
design
approach

User as Informants
(providing
feedback)
User as subject

User as Partner,
active or full
participant, codesigner

Usability

Collaboration

Empathy
Meaningmaking

Improving the
understanding of
user and task
requirements

Democracy
Interactive twoway relationship
between designer
and user

Early-late in
the process

Early in the
development cycle
(but not necessarily
in the initial idea
stage)
Throughout

Throughout

Gaining a
clear
understanding
of users, how
they interact
with their
environment
and their
needs,
desires,
experiences
&
perspectives,
Throughout

Iterative Design
Empirical

Iterative

All or some
stages in the
process
Processes
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HCD
Users and
other
stakeholders,
designers
Humans
Active

Reflective
Evaluative

Methods,
Tools and
techniques
(that are
unique to an
approach or
predominantly
used)
WHY

2.1

Goals and/or
motivations

Measurement
Task analysis, needs
analysis, Usability
testing, heuristic
evaluation,
prototyping (lo-tech,
rapid)

A better (more
usable) product

Ethnographic
methods, Mockups, Games, role
play, acting;
Workshops;
Diaries, scenarios

Better quality of
life (through use
of end-product)
Better endproduct

Iterative
Consulting
data-sets;
ethnographic
interviews
and
observations;
focus groups,
role-playing;
think-aloud
A better
usable
product
Improved
quality of life
for users

Disability sensitive approaches to technology design

Some developers and researchers have offered alternative approaches to the standard
UCD, PD and HCD approaches which they claim are more appropriate for working
with disabled users. For example, Newell et al. argue that UCD methods provide little
or no guidance about how to design for disabled people [11]. They also argue that
traditional UCD is problematic when the user groups include some disabled users or
is entirely composed of disabled users. This means there is a greater variety of user
characteristics and functionality which may mean it is difficult to find designs that
suit disabled and non-disabled users or disabled users with different kinds of needs.
They suggest an extension to UCD that they call ‘User-Sensitive Inclusive Design’
which they argue requires designers to develop a strong empathy with their disabled
user groups. They reject standard UCD methods such as usability tests and
experiments where users are positioned as ‘subjects’. They propose alternative
methods such as ethnography, personas, scenarios and theatrical techniques involving
professional actors as useful and appropriate techniques to use with disabled users.
Newell et al. do not however explain why they have not positioned their alternative as
PD or HCD (or something else) but choose instead to remain within the UCD
paradigm.
Bühler offers an alternative design approach for those developers who were
aiming for the empowered participation of disabled users in technology-focused
research and development projects [12]. His framework, which he labels the
‘FORTUNE concept’ is underpinned by seven principles: partnership as a basis; users
are members of user organisations (so that they advocate on behalf of whole user
group as well for themselves individually)the accessibility of all relevant materials
and premises are guaranteed; every partner guarantees confidentiality, respect and
expertise; there is a detailed plan for the project including time and resource planning
for user participation and partnership is implemented from the beginning of the
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project. Buhler does not explicitly position this approach as an extension of PD, but
there are some elements in common such as conceptualising the user as partner and
involving the user in all stages of the design process. Reflecting on the potential
practical and philosophical validity of the Fortune principles, initial experience of
working in the ARCHES project would suggest that it is important not to assume that
members of a user group can effectively advocate for all members of the group. Some
people can find it difficult to imagine how others in their group would respond and
they may therefore need support to build this skill. Many disabled activists and
researchers working in the field of critical disability studies would argue that
empowerment for disabled people is not in the gift of non-disabled others, disabled
people empower themselves by becoming agentic beings. Published in 2001, this
approach appears to have had a limited influence on the field. A handful of studies
that involve users with learning disability or sensory impairments have cited the
FORTUNE concept as an example of a user participation framework or of PD, but
they have not actually implemented it themselves [13,14,15].
2.2

Frameworks for choosing the most appropriate design approaches

Given the limited influence of proposed disability-sensitive extensions or alternatives
to the standard design approaches it seems then that designers who are new to the
field and intend working with users with learning disability or sensory impairments
have little to help them decide which design approach might be the most appropriate
or effective. An inspection of the main similarities and differences between UCD, PD
and HCD as summarised in Table 1 provide no obvious indications as to why
designers who wish to work with users who have learning disability or sensory
impairments would choose one approach over another. The focus on democracy
within the PD approach could be attractive to those working with people with learning
disability and who are familiar with participatory or inclusive research frameworks
because of their emphasis on equal partnerships between participant and researcher
and their positioning of people with learning disability as co-researchers.
Interestingly, drawing on participatory research literature, Draffan et al. propose a
framework to enable assistive technology designers to decide the level of participation
that disabled users will be afforded with each design project (from non-involvement
through to participant initiated and directed). Their framework requires designers to
consider the potential strengths of the user, the tasks required of the user, the
resources required to enable participation (e.g. training) plus the expertise users bring
with them, the environment in which they may be working and the tools they may
need to support participation (e.g. communication aids). They argue that “careful
analysis of all the components involved in the suggested framework can lead to better
AT participatory design and research methodologies with potential users informing
best practice” [16]. Whilst this framework might be helpful to PD designers, it does
not help designers choose between UCD, PD and HCD, nor suggest any disabilityspecific adaptations of PD methods. However what this framework does offer is some
series of questions (which may need to be extended further to generalise to UCD and
HCD design projects) that designers can ask themselves in order to increase the
chances of the employment of the design approach being successful. Questions
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relating to the user, what they will be asked to do, the environment in which they will
be asked to design and the resources and time available to support participation in the
design process.
Given the lack of broad frameworks that cover all three main design approaches it
is important to interrogate the research and development literature in more detail in
order to examine how designers decide which design approach to use with users who
have learning disabilities or sensory impairments; what factors influence their choices
and the extent to which the approaches adopted as a result are successful. In the
following section the method used to undertake such a review and to answer the
following questions will be outlined:
1.
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What design approaches are commonly used to include users with learning
disability or sensory impairments in the design of technologies?
a. What factors influence the choice of design approach?
b. What justifications are given for the choices of design approach
c. What factors influence the successful employment of the chosen
design approach?
d. What evaluative evidence is provided to demonstrate successful
employment of the design approach with the intended user group?

Review Method

The literature review took place between October 2016 and March 2018. The
SCOPUS database was searched as it includes a range of journals that reflect the
multidisciplinary nature of research in the field of learning disability and technology
design. In addition Scopus is the worlds’ largest abstract and citation database of
peer-reviewed literature containing 36,377 titles from approximately 11,678
publishers, of which 34,346 are peer-reviewed journals. A particular focus of the
search was the design of technologies similar to those being developed within the
ARCHES project. A range of keyword terms were used to search for outputs related
to learning disability and sensory impairment in order to reflect the national and
disciplinary differences in labels used to categorise this group of people. The
parameters of the review include: the date range of the search was restricted to the last
twelve years in anticipation that design approaches may be quite different for older
technologies designed and evaluated prior to 2006; included where users with either
learning disability or sensory impairments were included in the design process. Papers
were excluded if the users were children below the age of eighteen or if the majority
of the user group were classed autistic (which this paper is not defining as being as
example of learning disability, but it is recognised that some authors do). The search
produced 59 papers. A two-level filtering process reduced the number of papers down
to a corpus of 32 [17-48]). Once the 32 papers had been identified, they were each reread and notes were made on anything within the paper that had implications for
approaches to technology design. In the following sections an overview of the corpus
of the 32 papers will be provided followed by an analysis of the decisions and
evaluations made regarding design approaches.
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Overview of the corpus of papers

In presenting the results of the literature review an overview of the corpus of papers
found in the search will first be provided in order to offer a detailed context for the
review findings; particularly in relation to access needs, age range, technologies and
intended purpose of technology use .18 papers involved users with sensory
impairments as their primary user group. Of these, three involved blind users
[21,20,33]; seven involved visually impaired users; three involved both blind and
visually impaired users [17,18,20]); two involved deaf users [29,31]; two involved
deaf or hard of hearing users [24,28]and one involved hard of hearing users [22]. 14
papers involved users with learning disability as their primary user group. Two papers
involved users with both intellectual and sensory impairment [36, 40] and one paper
also included users with complex communication needs [45]. None of the papers
reported working solely with middle aged or older adults. The technologies being
designed in the 32 papers were diverse and included haptic devices, games, robots,
avatars, websites, interfaces and mobile applications. 18 papers reported focusing on
designing new technologies. For example, one study worked with eight blind
participants to create wearable controls for mobile devices [21]. The design of the
technology was based on previous studies that should how hazardous it is for blind
users to listen to their phone’s guiding instructions whilst trying to move around the
urban landscape. 15 papers reported focusing on re-designing existing technologies.
For example one study involving users with sensory impairments focused on
designing a tactile button interface that could control the native Voice-Over Gesture
navigations of IOS devices [18]. There were nine intended purposes of the
technologies that the projects were developing: communication, daily living,
education, employment, health, accessing information, leisure, safety and travel. It is
noticeable that the projects that focused on education involved just users with sensory
impairments [18, 23, 28]. The projects that focused on health involved just users with
learning disability [37, 45].The average size of the user group was 11 (range 1 to 48).

5

Design approaches commonly employed with users who have
learning disability or sensory impairments

When making decisions about how to categorise the design approach of each paper,
any explicit claims the author made in the title, keywords, abstract or main body of
the paper were taken into account. Where there was no explicit statement about the
approach professional judgment was applied based on the nature of the design papers
they cited in support of their work and/or how closely they fitted to the design
characteristics outlined in Table 1.
Analysis revealed that two studies adopted HCD approaches; six used UCD, 12
employed PD approaches (including two that used co-design) and eight adopted a
hybrid approach. Four papers adopted approaches other than UCD, PD, HCD or
hybrid. Overall there was a clear preference for using PD and hybrid approaches with
users with sensory impairments whilst approaches employed with users with learning
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disability was much more eclectic. In order to try and understand this pattern of
adopted design approaches the justifications that designers gave for their choice of
design approach and whether these were specifically linked to the difficulties and
difficulties experienced by the intended user group will be examined.

5.1

Justifications for the choice of design approach

There was a huge variation across the corpus regarding whether or not a justification
was offered for the choice of approach, and the extent to which those justifications
proffered were supported by evidence such as citing broad design literature or specific
studies that have also employed the approach.
User-centred design
Two of the papers offered no definition of UCD or justification as to why UCD might
be an appropriate approach to employ with the user group [31, 40]. One paper did not
offer a definition of UCD, but did cite the ISO standard for UCD [49]. However, they
did not engage in any justifying of the approach or make it clear how the approach
they adopted with deaf participants mirrored the approach advocated by the ISO [29].
In a brief conference paper focusing on the design of hospital patient profiling
software for people with complex communication needs and cognitive impairment,
the researchers offered no definition of UCD but did state that little UCD work has
been done with adults with complex communication needs who may also have
cognitive impairments [45].
One project analysed the strengths and weaknesses of the UCD approach and
argued that although it can better address the user needs and preferences it cannot
analyse the user requirements and product function in detail, therefore requiring the
involvement of additional usability experts [23]. In order to address the weakness of
UCD therefore, they integrated the use of Universal Design principles and the GOMS
(Goals, Operators, Methods and Selection) model into their approach. Whilst this
SWOT analysis provides a rationale for the integration of UD and GOMS it does not
provide a rationale as to why UCD is appropriate to use with visually impaired users
or discuss the potential cons of using techniques such as UD and GOMS which do not
require user involvement.
Hooper et al. describe a project in which they sought to design an online social
platform that would facilitate inclusive research partnerships with people with
learning disability [43]. The title of their paper includes reference to ‘co-design’.
Despite this they do not position the methods they used to design the platform as
inclusive research methods, or PD, but rather UCD. They draw on a range of UCD
studies and publications to position their work including Gould and Lewis [50]. They
define UCD as involving:’ the user of a product or service through all the stages of
the design of that product or service’. Continuing their rather ‘fluid positioning,
Hooper et al. justify their use of UCD by arguing that it will result in more
appropriate, acceptable designs. They also acknowledge that trying to support the
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‘more equitable involvement if users in pursuing this goal’ is not without tensions and
challenges.
Participatory Design
Eight papers offer no definition of their PD approach or if they did, they offered no
rationale for why they were using it with their user groups beyond rather vague
implications that PD enables user needs to be met (see for example Ferreira and
Bonacin,:p696). Just five papers offered some rationale. For example, Azenkot et al.
sought to design specifications that detail how a building service robot could interact
with and guide a blind person through a building in an effective and socially
acceptable way [17]. Drawing on the work of Kensing and Blomberg and Sanders et
al [51, 52] they define PD as: ‘a method where a system is designed collaboratively
by designers and target users”. Their rationale for using PD appears to centre on the
fact that PD has been used before with disabled people, although the one reference
they cite in support of this, was for a project involving users with aphasia rather than
blind people. Kim et al. have an explicit rationale for using PD with their disabled
user group arguing that ‘users with disabilities have specific needs and requirements
for assistive technology applications that are hardly expected by designers without
disabilities; thus, they should be involved throughout the entire design process’ [25].
They also refer to the fact that the PD approach has been shown appropriate and
effective for people with disabilities. They cite the work of Wu et al. [53] who used
PD to design an orientation aid for amnesiacs and Wattenberg [54] who described the
use of focus groups as an ‘accessible research method’ with visually impaired people.
Tixier et al. justify the use of PD in general terms, rather than relating to specifically
to why it is appropriate for use with disabled people [33]. They do however, state that
few studies have focused on the use of PD in this field. In referring to the lack of
studies, Tixier et al. do cite three papers, one that has used PD with users with
learning disability and two that have used PD with users with visual impairment.
Sahib et al. justify their use of PD with blind users, because they argue it is hard for
sighted users to design for non-sighted users [30]. It is also noted that none of these
papers made reference to Bühler’s FORTUNE design framework.
Human-centred design
Chan & Siu cite just one HCD reference (the out of date ISO 1999 international
standard for HCD processes) and they don’t justify the use of HCD per se, but rather
their use of ‘user needs analysis [19]. Furthermore, their justification refers broadly to
issues of diversity, rather than visual impairment. Dekelver et al. do not explicitly
define HCD, but they indicate that there is a scarcity of literature documenting the use
of a human-centred approach with people with learning disability [39]. Dekelver et al.
do argue that a human-centred approach is an appropriate one to use because ‘design
must support the easiness of use’. But they do not make it clear why HCD would
support easiness of use over and above other approaches such as UCD or PD.
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Hybrid approaches
Eight papers adopted a hybrid approach- combining two design approaches. Not all of
them explicitly claimed that their approach was hybrid in nature, but when their
description was interrogated and matched against the characteristics outlined in Table
1 it was concluded that there were elements of two approaches. Five papers combined
PD with UCD [20, 26, 27, 32, 38] and three papers combined PD with HCD
[24,34,47]. It is interesting to note that no studies combined UCD with HCD. Mi et al.
(2014) describe a three phase project which was largely UCD in nature [26]. The first
phase involved a comprehensive review of existing standards, guidelines and user
requirements regarding mobile handheld device accessibility. The second phase
included both heuristic evaluation and usability testing. The third phase configured
the finalized design guidelines into a heuristic checklist for designing accessible
smartphones, which could be generalized and applied to other mobile or touchscreenbased devices. However, in the first phase, the designers used PD to filter a set of
preliminary user requirements. Da Silva et al. positioned their methodology as Design
Science Research consisting of two ‘steps’: UCD and PD [38]. The first step used
UCD to identify the system requirements which resulted in prototypes of
augmentative communication screens. The second step employed the PD approach to
enable users to choose the screens images and evaluate the system usability.
Three of the eight studies offered no definition, no references and no rationale for
either the hybrid approach or why the hybrid approach might be appropriate to use
with their disabled users [20,27,32]. Five studies offer some limited (typically implicit
rather than explicit) rationale for adopting a hybrid approach- but not for why it
would be appropriate with disabled users [23, 24,26, 38, 47]. For example, Kawas et
al. talk about the need for a ‘holistic qualitative approach’ view [24]. They do not
however explicitly claim that their hybrid approach of HCD and PD would enable this
or why such an approach is needed with users with sensory impairment. Furthermore,
none of their 26 references relate to methods, instead they are all related to Automatic
Speech Recognition and captioning for deaf and hard of hearing people, which rather
weakens any argument they are making about the validity or appropriateness of the
method. Yuan et al. [34] employed what is considered by the authors of this paper to
be a combination of PD and HCD. However their rationale for why their approach is
appropriate to use with users who are visually impaired, focus more on the PD
component than the HCD component. They argue: ‘Such a PD process allows us to
observe PVI’s practices from a holistic perspective and to develop trust, which also
benefits from a long-term engagement before we introduce design changes into these
practices.’ Yuan et al. do however cite a range of studies as support for their
approach, including generic design papers [55] and those specifically describing
design approaches with visually impaired users [56].
Approaches other than UCD, PD, HCD or hybrid
Four papers reported using an approach other than UCD, PD, HCD or hybrid
[35, 36, 41, 42]. All of them involved users with learning disability and adapted their
approach in some way to cater for their needs (all except one do not specify how
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many users they involved). The only clue to how Brown et al. are positioning the
design of their project is in a section heading title “User sensitive design’ [36].
However in the text within the section Brown et al. do not define user sensitive
design, nor do they cite the work of Newell et al. [11] regarding user sensitive design.
Apart from occasionally using the language of inclusion with terms such as ‘codiscovery’, there is no other referral to the inclusive design literature or discourse.
Three papers, all reporting on the same project (Sensory Objects Project) position
their approach as inclusive research [35, 41, 42].The researchers actually use the term
‘inclusive design’ to describe their approach, however the reference to researchers
and co-researchers along with reference to the work of well-known
participatory/inclusive research studies would suggest that they are sympathetic to
inclusive research and perhaps see no difference between inclusive design and
inclusive research [57]. This conflation of the two terms inclusive research and
inclusive design may also reflect the multi-stakeholder nature of the project team.
5.2

Evaluations of choice of approach

Across the corpus, just eleven papers offered some evaluative reflections or
comments on the perceived success or failure of their chosen design approach with
the intended user group. These were spread evenly across the user groups (6 sensory
impairment projects and 5 learning disability projects). Interestingly, there were no
evaluations from studies that had employed UCD. Evaluations focused on seven
areas: user needs, skills and difficulties; the experience of the process for the user, the
quality of the end-design or product; the pragmatics of conducting the study;
stakeholder needs and values and researcher skills, needs or difficulties.
User related evaluations
Chan & Siu argue that the iterative nature of the study enabled them to design a
system based on the needs of visually impaired people [19]. This is however the
extent of their evaluation of how successful or appropriate the use of HCD with their
users group was. Sahib et al. provide a bit more information as to why involving blind
users at an early stage allowed them to identify limitations with their own design
ideas [30]. They share how ‘participants would often question the practicality of the
proposed interface features, requiring detailed explanations of how these interface
components would be accessed in a realistically usable way with screen readers’.
Similarly Xu et al. report: ‘Without working with people with an intellectual
disability, the team may not have realised how subtle changes to colour, icons,
pictures and wording would have a large effect on how people with an intellectual
disability understand and use Rove n Rave’ [48]. However they also report that the
biggest challenge for their team was the fact that users had such different reactions to
one another despite all having the same ‘label’. Allen et al. conclude that they have
learnt not to underestimate their co-researchers interest and ability to use technology
[35].
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Design process
Two studies that involved users with sensory impairments offered specific
recommendations to other designers regarding the design process. One study that
employed PD recommended that researchers introduce participants to the design at
the early stages of the process, to spur creativity while providing some necessary
constraints [17]. Another study that used PD made three recommendations. Firstly, to
‘consider the whole process of an activity in design so as to identify actual needs and
possible technology supports that take place at each stage and as a whole’. Secondly
to shift the design focus away from steps (e.g. identify an item) towards activities
(e.g. organising the pantry). Thirdly, to not get distracted and consumed by the
‘mitigating deficits’ of the users [34].
Experience of the process for the user
Three studies report on the influence of their approach on the engagement and
motivation levels of their users. Hollinworth et al. comment positively on the impact
of using inclusive research methods with users with learning disability. They noted
that their co-researchers were so highly engaged to the extent that they were keen to
share the project with their peers [42]. They also suggest that they experienced an
increase in confidence and empowerment, but present no explicit evidence for this
claim. Usoro et al. claim that the use of a PD approach with young people with
learning disability enhanced user engagement throughout the process [46]. Working
with people with visual impairment, Yuan et al. claim that their hybrid of HCD and
PD and in particular their detailed attention to shopping practices of the users led the
users to trust the design team. They also comment on a growing willingness of the
users to stand-up and testify about the project to external stakeholders [34].
Researcher skills, needs or difficulties
Two projects reflected on their experiences regarding the nature and the level of skills
that researchers require in order to successfully engage in design projects with people
with learning disability. Dekelver et al. conclude that using HCD with intellectually
impaired users requires sociological skills in order to fully understand the specific
position of people with learning disability at home and in care and work placement
centres [39]. Allen et al. conclude that they have learnt the importance of using all
their senses in the development of museum interpretation in order to give more
chance of engagement to people with different disabilities and interests [35].
Product related
Two PD projects claim that using this approach resulted in working, usable
technology [18, 37]. For example Buzzi et al. claim that allowing PD to drive the
development of their learning platform resulted in feedback that led to making the
games customizable in terms of discriminative stimuli, difficulty levels and
reinforcement, as well as the creation of a game “engine” to easily set up new
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personalized exercises. They claim that these customization features not only meet the
needs of the users, but broaden the appeal of the platform to a wider user group [37].
Study pragmatics
Mi et al. conclude that one of the greatest challenges in conducting research with
users with impairments is access to the participants themselves. An additional
limitation they identified is the variability in the time each PD member spent learning
how to use the prototype prior to evaluation [26]. They argue that ‘factors such as
work schedules and insufficient learning assistance may be potential threats to the
study control, but also other factors, such as frustration with the new technology, may
have negatively affected interest in phone exploration’. This problematizing of the
user and not the technology is unhelpful and potentially inappropriate. It is
unconvincing that a well-designed product would require a user to invest significant
time to learn how to use it. Furthermore, from the experience of the authors, disabled
people can be reluctant to take part in studies due to negative prior experiences,
particularly if they felt that their participation was tokenistic and not taken seriously.
Another study involving users with sensory impairments that lasted for about a
year also concluded that it was important to engage in PD for an extended period of
time and that short-term engagements ‘may not be sufficient for the designers to fully
grasp users’ needs and practices’ [34]. However, they do not specify how they would
define short-term engagement. Interestingly, an analysis of the duration of each of the
studies in the corpus reveals that the duration of a study ranged from 1 day to 1095
days and the average (mean) duration for a study was longer for those involving users
with learning disability (412 days) compared to those involving users with sensory
impairments (320 days). When comparing average (mean) duration by approach, the
shortest was UCD (26), followed by HCD (117 days), PD (122 days), Hybrid (488
days) and Other (1095 days). The figures for HCD probably does not reflect reality,
given that HCD methods are meant to involve ethnographic studies of users’ lives and
experiences. However, it is possible the high figure for Hybrid studies reflects the fact
that half of these studies included HCD as part of the ‘mix’.
Stakeholder needs or values
Allen et al. report that the Visitor Experience Officer at the heritage site noted that the
Sensory Objects workshop consultation process was important to the owners of site
who wanted to make their exhibits more credible. It also fitted with their
organisational philosophy [35].

6

Discussion

In the previous two sections the studies in the corpus have been analysed with respect
to the decisions and evaluations made regarding the design approaches employed with
users with learning disability or sensory impairment. In this section the findings will
be summarised and the common factors that appear to influence design decisions and
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the common issues raised when evaluating the success of design projects will be
highlighted.
The review reveals that UCD, PD and HCD were all employed within the corpus,
but that PD was the most commonly used and HCD was the least commonly used.
Given that HCD is quite a labour intensive method requiring a range of both computer
science and social science skills [39] it is perhaps understandable why it might be the
least used approach. On the other hand given that many of the intended purposes of
the technologies being designed were to support disabled users undertake tasks and
activities within their own environment (e.g. travel, leisure, employment and daily
living skills such as shopping) and that HCD is a method that involves understanding
how users interact with their environment it could also be surprising that more studies
did not employ HCD.
6.1

Factors that might influence the choice of design approach

When considering the factors that might influence the choice of design approach it
was noted that PD was more commonly used with users with sensory impairments
and that the choice of approach was more varied for studies involving users with
learning disability. One reason why PD is more common approach to use might be
that some designers may assume that people with learning disability do not have the
mental capacity to engage in co-design activities. This needs further investigation
however, and it is important to remember one of the conclusions from a study that did
involve users with learning disability regarding not under-estimating the interest and
ability of people with learning disability to use technology [35]. Those studies where
approaches other than UCD, PD and HCD had been adopted with users with learning
disability involved experienced multidisciplinary teams that had years of experience
of involving people with learning disability, which perhaps gave them the knowledge
and the confidence to find other creative design approaches [35,36,41,42].
There was a huge variation across the corpus regarding whether or not a
justification was offered for the choice of approach, whether the justification was
related to the disabilities of the user groups and the extent to which those
justifications proffered were supported by evidence. This makes it hard to discern
whether there were any valid reasons for choosing one design approach over another
when working with users with learning disability or sensory impairments. The
tendency not to offer definitions of the approach being used made it difficult on many
occasions to ascertain the overarching design orientation or the principles and values
that the designers were using to underpin their design decisions. The tendency not to
cite other studies that have been conducted with users with learning disability or
sensory impairments could be argued to be due to a lack of studies in this area as
some of the authors suggest [33, 39, 45]. Choosing to cite studies that did not involve
users with intellectual or sensory impairments but did involve users with other
impairments in order to support design choices may suggest that designers assume
that disabled people are a homogenous group and that there is no need to consider
their specific abilities and needs when considering which design approach to use [25].
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6.2

Factors that designers may need to take into account in order to
effectively employ a particular approach

When considering the factors that designers may need to be taken into account in
order to effectively employ a particular approach it is noted that UCD studies were on
average the shortest in duration and that ‘Other’ design approaches (which typically
involved employing elements of inclusive research, working with people with
learning disability in particular) were the longest. It is also interesting to note that for
most of the design approaches, the age of the user does not appear to be important,
since it was most common for researchers not to report their age in their papers. Age
was reported more commonly in the PD studies and a possible trend was observed in
that more studies involved young adults than the other age groups. This may be
because there was an assumption that younger adults are more frequent technology
users and therefore could give more informed responses regarding the strengths and
weaknesses of new technology designs. Similarly, if the potentially distorted figures
for HCD and ‘Other’ are ignored, there is not a lot of difference between the average
size of groups across the design approaches.
The lack of a comprehensive or detailed evaluation of the success or the failure of
the chosen approaches with users with learning disability or sensory impairments
makes it difficult to draw any confident conclusions regarding what factors influence
the successful employment of a design approach with users with learning disability
and sensory impairments. This lack of evaluation, particularly of any failures or
weaknesses in the employment of their approach may be symptomatic of the
researchers desire to show their work and product in a positive light in order to secure
future funding. What little evaluation evidence has been identified suggests that:
•
•
•

involving people with learning disability and sensory impairments in PD and
HCD results in usable technologies [18,19, 37];
using PD, hybrid and ‘other’ approaches with users with learning disability and
sensory impairments can lead to high levels of engagement and commitment [34,
42, 46];
designers working with users with learning disability learn a lot about themselves
and the needs of people with learning disability and sensory impairments when
they adopt PD, HCD or ‘Other’ approaches to design [35, 38, 48].

Far more evidence is needed to support these tentative conclusions; which requires
future studies in this area to be far more evaluative than those in the corpus have been.

7

Conclusion

With regards to identifying a decision-making framework for deciding between
design approaches the literature review has not revealed a clear framework. For
example, whilst a pattern in favour of using PD with users with sensory impairments
was noticed, the lack of evidence-based justifications for this or detailed evaluations
of the success of the approach means that there is no clear reason behind such a
decision. It is recommend therefore that future studies, irrespective of which approach
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they are employing make their decision-making process much more explicit and
detailed. The review of the literature have revealed significant variation in the
approaches used by designers and researchers along with large variation regarding
whether or not a justification for the choice of design approach is offered. Where a
justification is offered, there is huge variation in whether that justification is related to
the needs of the intended user group or supported by evidence. In addition there is a
lack of comprehensive and detailed evaluation of the design approaches employed
within the corpus studies. Technology designers (and their partners from other
disciplines) who are new to the field and intend working with users with intellectual
or sensory impairments therefore currently have little to help them decide which
design approach might be the most appropriate or effective. The value and
effectiveness of future technologies will be severely limited unless more work is done
to articulate and justify a meaningful decision-making framework. In terms of
limitations of the study reported here it is possible that using databases other than
SCOPUS might have revealed a different or larger set of studies and there is certainly
value in future work updating the search to go beyond March 2018. Following this
survey, the technology companies involved in the ARCHES company were
interviewed about their experience and understanding of participatory approaches and
analysis of these interviews suggest there is value in building on this to conduct a
wider interview study where designers are questioned about their decision-making
processes regarding their chosen design approaches in order to triangulate with the
study presented here.
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